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	The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a documentpr ocessing standard that is an official recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), the same group responsible for overseeing the HTML standard. Many expect XML and its sibling technologies to become the markup language of choice for dynamically generated content, including nonstatic web pages. Many companies are alr eady integrating XML support into their products.

	

	XML is actually a simplified form of Standar d Generalized Markup Language (SGML), an international documentation standard that has existed since the 1980s. However, SGML is extr emely complex, especially for the Web. Much of the credit for XML’s creation can be attributed to Jon Bosak of Sun Micr osystems, Inc., who started the W3C working group responsible for scaling down SGML to a form mor e suitable for the Internet.
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Risk Management for IT Projects: How to Deal with Over 150 Issues and RisksButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
The rate of failure of IT projects has remained little changed in survey after survey over the past 15-20 yearsover 40-50%. This has happened in spite of new technology, innovative methods and tools, and different management methods. Why does this happen? Why cant the situation be better? One reason is that many think of each IT effort as unique....
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Business Process Management Workshops: BPM 2009 International WorkshopsSpringer, 2010

	This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-workshop proceedings of eight international workshops held in Ulm, Germany, in conjunction with the 7th International Conference on Business Process Management, BPM 2009, in September 2009. The eight workshops were on Empirical Research in Business Process Management (ER-BPM 2009), Reference...
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Illustrated WPF (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2009

	Windows Presentation Foundation is Microsoft’s newest API for creating Windows applications. It gives the programmer the ability to produce dazzling, graphics–rich programs easily without having to delve into the messy details of the graphics subsystem.


	To use this power, however, the programmer must learn new concepts...
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The Canadian Encyclopedia of Natural MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Natural solutions for living a clean and healthy life


	Health consciousness is an area of transformational and unprecedented growth in the North American public today. More and more people are seeking alternative solutions to conventional medical practices. For many, a natural approach to healing everything from common...
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Mobile Python: Rapid prototyping of applications on the mobile platform (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book teaches you how to program your own applications easily on Nokia smartphones based on Symbian OS and the S60 platform. A wide range of smartphone functionalities re covered, including camera, sound and graphics, Bluetooth, Internet, Positioning, messaging and reading of incoming SMS. Over 100 inspiring and fully working application...
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Subspace Methods for System IdentificationSpringer, 2005
System identification provides methods for the sensible approximation of real systems using a model set based on experimental input and output data. Tohru Katayama sets out an in-depth introduction to subspace methods for system identification in discrete-time linear systems thoroughly augmented with advanced and novel results. The text is...
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